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Not sure whether electronic cigarettes are a good option for you? Read below as we discuss what
itâ€™s like to smoke an electronic cigarette. You may well decide what millions are discovering â€“ that
smoking electronic cigarettes is an activity they look forward to enjoying. Say â€˜goodbyeâ€™ to always
having to carry a lighter or matches, and never have to worry whether your clothes smell like an
ashtray. Electronic cigarette users praise their smoking experience for many reasons. Hereâ€™s why:

â€¢ Smoking an electric cigarette produces vapors. It doesnâ€™t produce smoke. The electronic cigarette
works by combining heat and a sort of mist to provide a smoke-like experience. Because it is not
actually â€˜smoking,â€™ the act of using an electronic cigarette is called â€˜vaping.â€™ Itâ€™s a good description, as
what is produced by an electronic cigarette is in fact a vapor that mimics the classic experience of
smoking â€“ without some of the downfalls. Choose a vapor mixture that contains little to no nicotine if
you are trying to cut down on nicotine use.

â€¢ When you use an electronic cigarette, you may technically have a different experience each time.
Thatâ€™s because there are so many vapor combinations available that you could technically mix a
different one each time. Old-school cigarette smoking canâ€™t match electronic cigarettes for their
variety. Enjoy an after-dinner puff with vapor flavors of chocolate cake or cookie dough, or awaken
your senses in the morning with an espresso blend. With so many vapor â€˜tastesâ€™ available, the
electronic cigarette is poised to become a flavorful experience even for those who did not previously
smoke cigarettes.

â€¢ Electronic cigarettes can be customized to match your personal taste. Sleek models exist that look
like designer pens. Others channel a modern vibe and mimic a one-piece cylinder design. Since the
electronic cigarette is actually just a vehicle for the vaping experience, you will only have to
purchase vapor solutions. Youâ€™ll use the cartridge over and over. Slight differences in cartridges
abound, but all of them work in the same basic way. To select the one that is right for you, read
customer reviews and choose a brand that seems to fit both your style and your perceived amount
of vaping use.

Once youâ€™ve selected your electronic cigarette, be prepared to explain what youâ€™re doing to curious
passersby who are intrigued by the fact that you are â€˜smokingâ€™ but yet are not emitting any actual
puffs of smoke. Share the good news of electronic cigarettes!
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